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Abstract

Investigating English borrowings in Italian media, this study

analyzes various uses of English in headlines of the online

version of the popular Italian newspaper, Corriere della Sera.

It addresses the pervasiveness of English borrowings in con-

texts where their use does not seemmotivated by necessity.

The analysis disambiguates informative loans from loans of

manner (as well as pseudo-Anglicisms from integral loans) in

different topic domains. Findings show that non-specialized

borrowings are especially abundant in domains where the

advertising power of English is exploited, and that borrow-

ings are often hybridized in a systematic way, adapting to

Italian morphosyntax. Moreover, this study responds to lan-

guage ideological debates about the alleged ‘invasion’ of

English into Italian and, by taking a taxonomic approach,

demonstrates that such uses of English are associated with

distinct pragmatic functions within the hybridized genre of

news-as-advertising discourse.

1 INTRODUCTION

For decades, Anglicisms have been used in specialized all-Italian contexts such as politics and finance, technology, and

entertainment (Demata, 2014; Pinnavaia, 2005), many having become well-established as loanwords. Two reasons

are often given for this: (1) the economy of form of English compared to Italian; and (2) the well-known challenges

of translating non-native words while preserving their meaning. An example of the former is welfare, which has been

fully adopted into Italian because a lengthier phrase would be required to express exactly the same idea in Italian, and

an example of the latter is cocktail, which was adopted at the beginning of the 20th century because no analogous

word existed in Italian. Recently, however, non-established, non-specialized English words have been appearing with

increasing frequency in digital contexts, where their use often does not appear to be due to either of these reasons.
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The use of non-specialized English words is a contemporary phenomenon that has been documented in many lan-

guages around theworld and has been studied extensively in the realmof advertising. In this context, the symbolic and

aesthetic power of English is exploited (Kasanga, 2012; Lee, 2019; Tan & Tan, 2015) and its use typically indexes a cos-

mopolitan, modern identity or sensibility, as well as prestige (Androutsopoulos, 2013; Baumgardner & Brown, 2012;

Friedrich, 2019; Montes, 2014; Vettorel & Franceschi, 2019; Weyers, 2015). As far as studies of English words in the

Italian mass media, scholarly focus has moved from print versions of magazines and newspapers (Pinnavaia, 2005;

Rogato, 2008) to online versions of newspapers (Demata, 2014), as well as to advertising (Vettorel, 2013; Vettorel

& Franceschi, 2019). These studies have focused on the increasing use of English in these diverse types of media. In

addition, much ink has been spilled about the ‘invasion’ of unnecessary English words appearing in the Italianmedia in

general, by linguists (Furiassi, 2018; Giovanardi, 2017; Marazzini, 2018; Marello, 2020; Sgroi, 2017, 2018), lexicogra-

phers (Zoppetti, 2018, 2019), and non-linguist academics (Barenghi, 2016) alike.

The presence of (non-specialized) English words in the Italian mass media continues to prove controversial, and is

often viewed as contamination, a ‘problem’ discussed not only by Italian linguists but by intellectuals in general, who

are ‘worried for the fate of [the Italian] language’ (Giovanardi, 2017). This anxiety about code-mixing is an expression

of what Cameron (2012, pp. 1, 9) refers to as verbal hygiene, defined as: ‘the urge to . . . clean up the language,’ a ‘strug-

gle to regulate . . . control, make [the language] better,’ which may include the desire or attempt to ‘purge a language

of foreign elements.’ Verbal hygiene, or ‘closet prescriptivism,’ happens when people express their ideas about lan-

guage in a critical way, espousing the idea that there must be ‘some legitimate authority in language’ (emphasis in the

original).

Adding to recent scholarship that addresses these ideological debates about the supposed invasion of English in

Italian (Karczewska, 2015; Marazzini & Petralli, 2015; Marello, 2020; Sgroi, 2017, 2018) we explore uses of English

in online Italian newspaper headlines and subheadings, and we concentrate, in particular, on the pervasiveness of

English borrowings where their usage does not seem motivated by necessity. By necessary borrowings we refer to

‘borrowings of new concepts together with their original terms, [like] computer,’ which occur because the receiv-

ing language does not have a semantic equivalent (Onysko & Winter-Froemel, 2011, p. 1551). Whereas linguistic

purists regard any ‘unnecessary’ borrowings as unwelcome invasions, our detailed analysis of over 200 instances

of English words appearing in Italian news headlines demonstrates not only that these borrowings take different

forms but also that they are associated with different processes. Our analysis reveals that non-necessary borrow-

ings are most commonly found in news headlines that indirectly promote a product, a lifestyle, or an idea – that

is, journalistic discourse which shares many of the same goals as product advertising. Consequently, our findings

point to a connection between linguistic borrowing and generic hybridity, which refers to the mixing of different

genres or discourse types in a single text. Several studies (James, 2016; Martin, 2014; Molek-Kosakowska, 2012;

Onysko &Winter-Froemel 2011; Rubdy, 2014) have discussed language borrowing – including, more specifically, ‘lin-

guistic hybridity’ (that is, the blending of donor language material and recipient language material to form hybrid

lexical units) in both advertising and journalism. However, ‘generic hybridity’ has not been discussed extensively in

the scholarship focusing on code mixing, language borrowing and linguistic hybridity. Thus, to broaden the focus of

inquiry, the present study focuses on the use of Anglicisms in news discourse that incorporates features of advertising

discourse.

As will be seen below in our data, contemporary news headlines are among the text types that have been ‘colo-

nized’ (Fairclough, 1992) by another genre associated with commodity production: product advertising. Indeed, it is

not unusual to find that information presented as ‘news’ in newspapers has become increasingly commodified and

marketized. For example, when celebrity footballer David Beckham launches his line of personal care products for

men, this is presented as news in the beauty and healthcare section of the newspaper. As the product is introduced,

it is also (indirectly) advertised, as a linea per il grooming, ‘grooming line,’ a noun phrase which incorporates an English

word into Italian syntax. Similarly,when journalists in the newspaper’s technology sectiondiscuss i rumor, ‘the rumors„’

surrounding the latest-but-not-yet-launched Samsung Galaxy phone, news reporting discourse and product market-

ing discourse are integrated into a single text. Thus, what we refer to as generic hybridity includes such instances
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when advertising or marketing discourses are woven into traditionally information-focused news genres. The result-

ing generic hybridizationof texts entails a specific kindof agencyby journalists,whouseEnglish inmanydifferentways

for its indexical potentials. Specifically, as our findings will show, English is used alongside Italian in newspaper head-

lines formany of the same reasons that it is used so productively in advertising contexts: because of its profit-invoking

quality (Vandenbroucke, 2016) and because it indexes ‘social stereotypes and identities both of the products and the

consumers’ (Li, 2019, p. 520).

Newspaper headlines were selected as the objects of analysis in this study for three reasons. First, prior scholars

(Pulcini, Furiassi, & Rodríguez-González, 2012) have observed that newspaper headlines are the principal source of

attestation of Anglo neologisms in many European languages. Second, as a register that is professionally written yet

contains features of informal everyday speech, newspaper articles are regarded as the best compromise when study-

ing the lexicon of a language (Marello, 2020). Third, headings and subheadings arguably function as attention-getters

(Bhatia, 1992), intended to motivate further reading. This is not unlike brand naming and advertising, realms in which

‘pragmatic concerns and symbolicmeaning intermingle’ (Friedrich, 2019, p. 554). By showing howEnglish uses are var-

ied in Italian newspaper headlines – depending on the type of borrowing and the media contexts in which it occurs –

this study provides a empirically-based response to the widely-circulating language ideologies about the alleged inva-

sion of English into Italian, which are often based on unexamined assumptions of linguistic purity.

2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE MIXING IN THE ITALIAN CONTEXT

Over the last 15 years, Italian linguists have been describing and debating the growing presence of English in Ital-

ian, through analyses of loans (D’Achille, 2017; Furiassi, 2018; Marazzini, 2018; Marazzini & Petralli, 2015; Marello,

2020; Pinnavaia, 2005; Rogato, 2008; Sgroi, 2017, 2018). For instance, Pinnavaia (2005) argues for a strong connec-

tion between pragmatics and semantics behind English use in the Italian press. She argues that journalists consciously

use English in primarily Italian texts in order to convey content in a ‘spectacularized’ way (p. 49). That is, English is not

merely used for its information-giving nature (Tan & Tan, 2015) but rather for the aesthetic power it carries and for its

ornamental effects (Kasanga, 2012; Lee, 2019). Describing the evolution of the debate over language contact between

English and Italian, Marazzini and Petralli (2015) point out the overwhelmingly negative stance of Italian intellectuals

toward foreign word borrowing,
1
as mentioned previously. Indeed, such code-mixing practices have been described,

rather hyperbolically, as the ‘universal syphilis of language’ by Italian intellectuals as early as in the 18th century, who

at the time were more concerned with Gallicisms than with Anglicisms (Marazzini & Petralli, 2015, p. 17). Such prac-

tices continued to be stigmatized later in the 19th and 20th centuries, when English borrowings were also commonly

referred to with sickness and contamination metaphors such as ‘disease’ or ‘plague’ (Castellani, 1987; Mallo, 1954).

Other contemporary academics, linguists and literary scholars alike, observe that the trend of mixing English words in

Italian texts is still regardednegatively. For instance, Barenghi (2016),Giovanardi (2017),Marazzini (2018) andRogato

(2008) describe languagemixing and hybridization as a social, not just a linguistic, problem.

Taking a strongly prescriptivist stance, these authors emphasize how Italians (over)use English incorrectly (Rogato,

2008), characterizing Italians who use English as lazy (Giovanardi, 2017). Some, like lexicographer Zoppetti (2018),

even go as far as to inaccurately describe such instances of English-Italian codeswitching as the ‘creolization’ of Ital-

ian. According to this general line of argumentation, Italians opt for the easiest solution, that is ready-to-use English

loans, instead of exploring the lexical richness of their own language (Giovanardi, 2017). In contrast, some dissenting

voices, including the dictionary author DeMauro (Dizionario Italiano per il Terzo Millennio), consider the banning of for-

eign words as unrealistic, and reminiscent of failed fascist attempts to preserve the language by forcefully Italianizing

foreign words (Marello, 2020). When the use of English is assessed positively, Italian linguists describe English as a

‘gracious giver,’ fulfilling the ever-present need for an international language (Pierini, 2016, p. 49). Pinnavaia (2005,

p. 47) goes beyond the need for a lingua franca and points out that English words can enrich the Italian lexicon, not

just semantically but also pragmatically: ‘[Italian] journalists can use English words to convey subliminal messages
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exploiting the associative meanings that those words carry,’ meanings strongly tied to the history of Great Britain

and the United States. According to this author, choosing to use an English word in an otherwise Italian context has

a double advantage. That word ‘not only introduces a new denotative meaning, but also carries a rather remarkable

emotional charge’ (Pinnavaia, 2005, p. 48), which journalists may wish to exploit. Moreover, Pinnavaia (2005) argues

that, beyond the denotative and connotative meanings, journalists are often compelled to create a text ‘other than’

what would be available using indigenous words.

3 ENGLISH LANGUAGE MIXING IN JOURNALISM AND ADVERTISING

Of course, it is not only the Italian context where English borrowings occur. Numerous scholars have analyzed English

borrowings in both journalism (Amorim, Baltazar, & Soares, 2017; Androutsopoulos, 2013;Molek-Kosakowska, 2012;

Simon, 2016) and advertising (Androutsopoulos, 2013; Baumgardner & Brown, 2012; Kelly-Holmes, 2000; Li, 2019;

Vettorel & Franceschi, 2019), showing that usage of English within different global language contexts has specific

functions. Scholars who have examined the mixing of English with Portuguese, Romanian, and Polish in journalis-

tic discourse (Amorim et al., 2017; Molek-Kosakowska, 2012; Simon, 2016, respectively) argue that English is used

intentionally, therefore pragmatically, for various reasons. It is used because of its prestige, which earns ‘English-

speaking cultures’ an elite position as ‘role-models’ (Simon, 2016, p. 29); because of its concision and its related

rhetorical potency (Molek-Kosakowska, 2012); and in cases where it fills a gap when no one-word equivalent exists

in another language (Amorim et al., 2017). In a study which found that non-necessary English loans were abundantly

used in Romanian journalism, Simon (2016) argues that their pragmatic function is what motivates the trend the

most.

In international advertising discourse, English is also used for multiple reasons – and concision and accuracy seem

subordinated to pragmatic factors in these contexts as well. For example, discussing the use of English in the adver-

tising discourse of non-English-speaking countries, Androutsopoulos (2013, p. 209) coined the notion of ‘English on

top’ referring to ‘patterns of bilingual discourse [where] English is a complementary code used in addition to (on top

of) the predominant national language for specific discourse functions.’ In these cases, uses of English indexmodernity

and cosmopolitism. This notion implies ‘a focus on the situated and motivated use of linguistic resources’ (Androut-

sopoulos, 2013, p. 214) that has little to do with a competition between linguistic systems. Similarly, Baumgardner

and Brown (2012) borrow Eastman and Stein’s (1993) term ‘language display’ to refer to the use of English in Iranian

advertising. They argue that English is not necessarily there in order to be understood, but rather to allow consumers

to identify with the ‘coolness’ and modernity of language and product. Vettorel and Franceschi (2019) also use the

notion of ‘language display’ to show how, in Italian advertising, English is used consciously and consistently, especially

in domains like technology, cosmetics, and fashion, to construct international connotations for consumers as mem-

bers of ‘transnational communities’ (Piller, 2001, p. 163). In addition, Li (2019, p. 519) makes the important point that

the diversity and complexity ‘observable in many aspects of English use is assumed to be mediated through language

ideologies that are often diverse, complex, unstable and even conflicting.’

In discussing the use of foreign languages more generally in the context of European intercultural advertising,

Kelly-Holmes (2000) uses the term ‘language fetish,’ drawing on Marx’s notion of fetishism. She argues that foreign

languages are not used for their ‘communicative function’ or ‘utility value’ but rather because of their ‘symbolic func-

tion’ that ‘has come to have a greater value’ (Kelly-Holmes, 2000, p. 67) than the local language(s). Using foreign lan-

guages this way is a case of ‘affective switching,’ which communicates ‘affective rather than referential meaning’ and

may have a ‘dramatic effect’ (Kelly-Holmes, 2000, p. 69). In such cases, in-depth knowledge of the foreign language

is neither displayed nor assumed. In other words, it is not important whether the consumer understands the loan-

word, as long as it refers to the stereotype of the country the language is related to, or identified with (Kelly-Holmes,

2000).
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4 CLASSIFYING ENGLISH LOANS

There are different ways of classifying English loans. For instance, some classification systems are based on word ori-

gins, such as those that distinguish between ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ lexical borrowing, that is borrowing through media-

tion by other languages; however, this distinction is not always transparent (Marello, 2020). Other classification sys-

tems (Pulcini et al., 2012) make distinctions between false loans and hybrid loans
2
– as well as calques and semantic

loans, the identification ofwhich is also not always immediately evident. However, for our purposes, we adopt the rela-

tively straightforward two-part classification system, derived fromOnysko andWinter-Froemel (2011) and described

below. This approach distinguishes between informative loans and loans of manner, thus differentiating necessary

frommarkeduses of English.Moreover, this approach allows for the further identification of pseudo-Anglicismswithin

each of these categories, as wewill explain.

According toOnysko andWinter-Froemel (2011, p. 1563), lexical innovations such as loans from another language

can be utilized for two reasons. One is because of their informative nature, ‘default labels for new concepts’ that fill a

gap in the receiving language: that is, informative loans. An example of how succinct English can be is the word hang-

over, which is an informative loan. Replacing hangoverwith an Italian counterpart and trying to render exactly the same

concept would yield a wordy phrase: malessere psicofisico causato dai postumi dell’eccessivo consumo di alcool, whose

English equivalent would be ‘psycho-physical discomfort caused by excessive consumption of alcohol.’ And, arguably,

this phrase is still missing the implied idea that hangover is usually experienced specifically the day after drinking too

much.

Alternatively, loans can be utilized because they are marked by a noteworthy affective meaning, unlike their coun-

terparts available in the receiving language, for example using fashion instead of moda. These loans are marked by

stereotypical associations with the people who speak a particular language (Cameron, 2012): for example, the cos-

mopolitanism associated with speakers of English, the efficiency of the Germans, or the sophistication of the French.

When loanwords are used this way, what matters the most is how something is said, more than what is said: not the

word’s conceptual reference, asmuch as its discursive functions and the associated user’s attitudes (Anderson, 2014).

When words are used for their informative nature, like the already mentioned hangover, these are called informative

loans; when they are used because of their affective meaning, like fashion, they can be thought of as loans of man-

ner because of their markedness, a deliberate choice to make the message stand out. Many informative loans have

been established for a long time and have been attested in Italian dictionaries for several decades (for example, sexy or

thriller), whereas others are ofmore recent acquisition. The former are not considered neologisms in the receiving lan-

guage unless they occur in compound noun phrases of more recent introduction. So, for instance, sexy-scandalowould

be considered a neologism because of its recency (treccani.it). In contrast to loans that have been used for decades,

other informative loans have only relatively recently become mainstream, and they either do not appear in the dic-

tionary yet (for example hangover) or they have appeared in the dictionary sometime in the last 15 or so years, during

the internet era (for example blogger). In dictionary entries, themost recent of these informative loans are classified as

‘neologisms,’ with the corresponding year of their first use: for example influencer, 2017, or selfie, 2014 (treccani.it).

Within each of the two macro-categories – informative loans and loans of manner – a further distinction can be

made between integral borrowings, which are adopted in their original standard English form, and pseudo-Anglicisms

(illustrated below), which are either lexical/grammatical hybrids resulting from the mixing of donor and recipient lan-

guage material, or lexical items that underwent some kind of semantic shift. Several studies have documented the

increasing presence of pseudo and false Anglicisms in many European languages, including German, Italian, French,

Danish, and Spanish among others (Furiassi, 2018; Furiassi & Gottlieb, 2015; Onysko, 2007; Pulcini et al., 2012).

Pseudo-Anglicisms are words ‘that are recognizably English in form’ due to at least one feature among spelling, mor-

phology, or pronunciation, yet arewords that do not exist, or are usedwith a substantially differentmeaning, in English

(Furiassi & Gottlieb, 2015, p. 6). An example of an informative loan that is also a pseudo-Anglicism is social for ‘social

network,’ a gap-filler in a language that does not have a suitable, unambiguous equivalent for that concept (D’Achille,

2017). The modified noun has been dropped for concision, following Italian rules of syntax. In Italian syntax, the
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modifier typically follows the noun modified, so when shortenings occur, this means that the second of two words

is dropped, leaving only the head noun. In contrast, in English noun phrases, the head noun in typically pre-modified

rather than post-modified. Thus, in the case of Italian social for social network, the resulting borrowing retains themod-

ifier instead the head noun, resulting in a pseudo-Anglicism that is a lexico-grammatical hybrid. Similarly, loans ofman-

ner can also consist of pseudo-Anglicisms. For instance, food is a loan whose meaning is often extended in Italian to

refer to the food and beverage industry, for example eventi food, ‘gastronomy-related events’ which is an example of

semantic shift (specifically, semantic extension).

Our study examines informative loans and loans of manner, to discover where and how English is used pragmat-

ically rather than informatively, as well as how systematic those uses are. It also explores which topical domains in

journalism are favored by specific kinds of loans, and it investigates morpho-syntactic patterns as well as patterns of

semantic narrowing and extension in cases of pseudo-Anglicisms. In sum, the present study addresses the following

research questions: first, what types of loanwords appear in Italian newspaper headlines and subheadings? Second,

are there any news topics that seem to be more susceptible to loanword use, and, if so, what seems to motivate this

predisposition? Finally, in addressing these questions, we hope to offer an alternative and more nuanced perspective

on the language ideology-driven debate about uses of English in Italianmedia contexts.

5 METHODOLOGY

5.1 Data collection

Data were collected daily for a period of three months (January–March 2018) and consisted of headlines and sub-

headings on the webpage of the Corriere della Sera: the combination of heading and subheading of each article is what

we refer to as a text. From these, the first 100 texts were selected, and then each English word appearing in those

texts was identified. This yielded 204 instances of borrowings: more precisely, 204 tokens. When the same loan word

appeared in several different headlines, like beauty or star, we included all tokens. However, when the loan occurred

repeatedly as a label for an established newspaper column (for example Redazione Beauty orDataroom), it was counted

only once. We did not count instances of English or hybrid names coined by others, for example, references to events

such as Milano Digital Week, which were presumably named by the event organizers, not by the journalists. We also

did not count English acronyms (like VIP) or brand names. The following example of a Corriere headline is typical, with

four cases of borrowing bolded in the example below (54% of texts have at least two borrowings; 27% have three or

more):

(1) Trend. Zoom tendenze: l’ effetto velluto per make-up e capelli (neri). Intenso, brillante, morbido alla vista (ma

anche al tatto). Il velluto è il texture di tendenza.

‘Trend. Zooming in on trends. The velvet effect for make-up and (black) hair. Intense, shiny, soft on the eye (and to

the touch). Velvet is the trendy texture.’

5.2 Analysis

The first phase of coding consisted of labelling all loans using an adapted version of Onysko and Winter-Froemel’s

(2011) framework. Our own taxonomy (described above) relies primarily on the distinction between informative loans

versus loans of manner, in addition to distinguishing between integral loans and pseudo-Anglicisms within those two

macro-categories. Informative loans include well-established words like sexy and cocktail for example, which have

been used in Italian and have appeared in Italian dictionaries for decades, as well as informative loanwords of more

recent acquisition like blogger and selfie. As mentioned, informative loans are borrowed for lack of an equivalent or for
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economy of form; theymay have been acquiredmore than a century ago like cocktail (treccani.it) or more recently like

selfie (treccani.it). With the spread of internet use, is no coincidence that many informative loans are related to tech-

nology. For instance, informative loans such as selfie would require several more words to express the same meaning

in Italian (‘autoscatto fotografico generalmente fatto con uno smartphone o una webcam e poi condiviso [sui social

network],’ (treccani.it), or ‘self-portrait generally taken with a smartphone or webcam to then be shared on social net-

works.’ In cases such as these, English is utilized for its succinct informative power.

Loans of manner represents our second macro-category. These more marked linguistic choices are sometimes

called ‘luxury loans’ because these words are not borrowed out of necessity. Examples of these illustrated earlier

include fashion, make-up, and rumor, since analogous equivalents exist in Italian (moda, trucco, and pettegolezzi, respec-

tively), which are as succinct as their English equivalents.

Many English loanwords (both informative and loans ofmanner) represent ‘low-level borrowings’ (Bhatia&Ritchie,

2008, pp. 13–14), or simple ‘lexical items in English inserted within the grammatical structure of the host language’

(Vettorel&Franceschi, 2019, p. 418), sometimes referred to as integral loans.One examplewould be theuse of cocktail

in Italian to refer to a mixed drink. However, other informative loans or loans of manner can be described as pseudo-

Anglicisms, which consist of ‘a word or idiom that is recognizably English in its form’ (Furiassi & Gottlieb, 2015) but

that no L1 speaker of English would use, at least not with the same meaning. These are cases of ‘semantic exten-

sion’ (Onysko, 2007, p. 53), such as food, which in Italian – as explained above – is not necessarily used to mean edible

items only, but has also been extended to encompass broadermeanings related to the business of gastronomy. Indeed,

loans ofmanner involving pseudo-Anglicisms are caseswhere creativity is at play, often involving interesting semantic

shifts or uniquemorphosyntactic hybridizations. One example from our dataset is snack news. Out of context, to an L1

speaker of English this may sound like an announcement about a new type of snack. In the online context of the Italian

newspaper however, it is to be interpreted as news in a bite, or news delivered briefly: these are, in fact, links to short

informative videos. In themost extremecases, pseudo-Anglicismsmay consist ofmade-upwords,which arewords that

somehow look or sound English but that no L1 speaker of English would likely recognize. The single example from the

dataset is healthonist, a made-up word based on the English word health and likely patterned morphologically after a

combination of ‘fashionista’ and the Italianword ‘salutista’ referring to a person paying constant attention to a healthy

lifestyle. (The corresponding article is about how excessive alcohol consumption during the holiday seasonmay affect

one’s skin.)

In order to determine which news topics were most associated with the use of English words, we identified the

general section that each headline fell into, for example, technology or entertainment. All English borrowings were

found in the following newspaper sections, from most to least: health/beauty/fitness (including fashion), entertain-

ment/showbusiness, technology, leisure and sports, and politics. Next, the first author coded each loan in order to first

discern patterns in loan types (informative loan versus loanofmanner). Differentiating between informative loans ver-

sus loansofmanner involved aprocess of determiningwhether or not there exists a reasonably economic Italian equiv-

alent to the loan, or a one-to-three-word equivalent: for example, truccatore for ‘make-up artist’ or colore dei capelli for

‘hair color.’ Finally, our analytic procedures involved determining whether or not the loan was a simple ‘low-level bor-

rowing’ (an integral loan), orwhether it could be considered a pseudo-Anglicismwhich involved some type of linguistic

hybridity. As illustrated above, loans can be hybridized in variousways, for example by attaching Italianmorphemes to

the base form of an English verb. (For instance,mix becomes hybridized by attaching the infinitive morpheme -are, of

the first verb conjugation in Italian, resulting inmixare). All coding results were confirmed by the second author, an L1

speaker of English, who is also proficient in Italian. Once the data were coded, we examined the frequencies of loans

per category (informative loans versus loans ofmanner). In addition, we examined patterns related to semantics, mor-

phology, and syntax, to identify any systematicity in borrowing and hybridization processes, and we considered the

distribution of different kinds of loans in different news topic domains. Lastly, we considered themeanings indexed by

both integral loans of manner and pseudo-Anglicisms of manner, in the topical domains where theyweremost numer-

ous. We chose to highlight this final category of loans that are not borrowed out of necessity – and are thus likely to
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be deemed unnecessary, and invasive by neo-purists – in order to gain further insights into the shared functions that

these loansmay have.

6 RESULTS

Of the 204 English tokens analyzed, loans of manner were the most frequent: 137 words/phrases out of 204, or 67%.

Among those are borrowings that are so ‘institutionalized’ that they may ‘not [even] be perceived as unexpected or

unusual elements’ (Vettorel & Franceschi, 2019, p. 421), words like leader and star, as in ‘show-business star.’ Informa-

tive loans followat33%,or66words/phrasesoutof204.At first glance then, itwould indeedappear thatEnglishwords

that do have Italian counterparts are privileged by the Corriere journalists. As mentioned earlier, the newspaper sec-

tions where borrowings are found are: health/beauty/fitness (including fashion), entertainment/show business, tech-

nology, leisure and sports, and politics. Recently-acquired informative loans such as selfie and blogger are mostly, and

predictably, found in technology-related headlines.Within loans ofmanner, around 40% (54 out of 137) can be consid-

ered pseudo-Anglicisms, where creativity is at play in different ways. These are foundmainly in health/beauty/fitness,

and in entertainment/showbusiness sections: for example, the compoundingofbeautywith Italianwords, as in sorpresa

beauty, ‘personal-care-related surprise gift’; Italianized verbs such as mixare ‘to mix’; and playlist, a case of semantic

extensionmeaning a list of places or things other thanmusic tracks.

This finding prompted us to examine pseudo-Anglicisms in more depth, in order to identify morphosyntactic

hybridization patterns, as well as recurrent partial or complete semantic shifts. Clearly, these issues are not relevant

for integral loans of manner nor for informative loans, both of which are inserted into the host languagewithout mod-

ification. For example, gossip (loan of manner) and blogger (informative loan) do not alter the syntactic context where

they appear: they are placed there in lieu of a word that does or does not exist in Italian (respectively, pettegolezzi for

‘gossip,’ and blogger) but whose syntactic distribution would be the same. In addition, their meaning does not change.

In contrast however, loans of manner that are pseudo-Anglicisms either interact with their syntactic context, and/or

their meaning is narrowed or extended. Therefore, in the following section, we discuss the various forms of morpho-

logical and syntactic hybridization that we observed in our data, as well as cases of semantic extension, narrowing, or

complete shift.

In terms of semantics, we have already mentioned the case of the pseudo-Anglicism loan of manner food and have

explained how it is an instance of semantic extension (Onysko, 2007). These extended meanings of food in Italian, to

refer more broadly to the food and beverage industry and to gastronomy-themed events, are much broader in their

range thanwhatwould be considered themore straightforwarduseof the analogousword cibo ‘food’ in Italian. Tooffer

a contextualized example from our data, actor Kevin Costner’s attempt at becoming a restaurateur is called iniziativa

imprenditoriale legata al food, ‘a hospitality-related entrepreneurial initiative.’ Along the same lines, social events involv-

ing gastronomy are called eventi food, in which the Italian noun eventi ‘events’ is post-modified (following the rules of

Italian syntax) by the English noun-modifier, food. English loan words nearly always follow the rules of Italian word

order in this sense. Apart from cases of semantic extension which are similar to the example of food, there are cases

of semantic narrowing or specialization as well (Onysko, 2007): fiction, shopping, and foliage are just a few examples

in the dataset, among others. When used in the context of entertainment and television shows, fiction refers to TV

series specifically, whose episodes are not independent from one another. Shopping is associated with certain types of

products and foliage refers to specific colors of foliage, as can be seen in the following examples.

(2) Shopping: San Valentino, 10 regali last minute per l’innamorata.

‘Shopping: Valentine’s Day, 10 last minute gifts for your girlfriend.’

(3) Trend . . . Si ispira al foliage ed è il modo più dolce per traghettare il colore dei capelli dalla bella stagione verso

l’autunno. Parola dell’esperto.
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‘Trends . . . inspired by foliage, it’s the smoothest way for your hair color to transition from summer into fall. Word

of expert.’

In example (2) – as in other examples of the sameword in our dataset – shopping refers to luxury goods only: clothes,

shoes, accessories, healthcare and beauty, as opposed to more utilitarian purchases such as groceries. Exploiting the

advertising power of English, the items suggested in the article corresponding to example (2) for a last-minute fancy

gift for Valentine’s Day are introduced by an English word, which is used for its attention-getting potential: shopping.

Example (3) illustrates a case of more extreme semantic specialization. Rather than referring to greenery, foliage here

refers to warm hues of autumn leaves specifically – different shades of yellow, orange, and red – which are advertised

as the trendiest hair colors of the season. Instead of using ‘i colori dell’autunno,’ ‘autumn colors,’ the writers use an

Englishword to call extra attention to this text,whichpresents reader-consumerswith informationabout the trendiest

hair colors of the season.

With respect tomorphology, hybridization of loanwords can take several forms. Example (4) illustrates that English

verbs are always Italianized in a systematic way (as was discussed earlier with themixare, ‘to mix,’ example), using the

first conjugation ending in -are and never in the other two conjugations. Following this pattern, example (4), a loan of

manner that is a pseudo-Anglicism, features the participle glitterato ‘glittering,’ a deverbal adjective. If something is

made to glitter, it is glitterato, formed out of a combination of the English word and the Italianized infinitive, ‘glitter’:

glitter+are.

(4) I cambi d’abito diMichelle e Favino glitterato.

‘Michelle’s dress changes and Favino in a glittering suit.’

In example (4), it is the outfit of one of the well-paid hosts of the most popular Italian singing competition of the

year that is further glamorized by using a hybridized English word, rather than the equally concise one-word Italian

equivalent, ‘scintillante.’ Other examples of systematic morphological hybridization are uses of words such as blogger,

influencer, and hacker, which always occur in the singular form even when groups of people are being discussed. In

our data, these occur in phrases such as vieta l’ingresso a tutti i blogger, ‘[it] bans all bloggers from coming in,’ or as in

the example of due record, ‘two records.’ The English inflectional morpheme -swas not used in any of these instances,

because English loans are not marked for plural when they are used in Italian.

As previously noted, in terms of syntax, English also tends to bend to Italian rules, following Italian phrase structure

rules, as can be observed in examples (5–7).

(5) Città total green, l’Italia ha due record: a Bolzano e Oristano solo energia rinnovabile. ‘Environmentally friendly

cities, Italy holds two records: in Bolzano andOristano, only renewable energy.’

(6) La Hunziker indossa un abito blumidnight e un ciondolo che ricorda l’anello dellaMiddleton.

‘Hunziker wears amidnight blue dress and a pendant that looks likeMiddleton’s ring.’

(7) Moda. S. Valentino. Da Meghan a Letizia, anelli e orecchini, regali da imitare . . . Come Kate Middleton . . . come

MeghanMarkle. Ecco come seguire le scelte royal.

‘Fashion. Valentine’s day. FromMeghan to Letizia, rings and earrings, gifts to copy . . . Like Kate Middleton . . . like

MeghanMarkle. Here’s how to imitate royal choices.’

Città total green, ‘environmentally-friendly cities,’ places the modifying adjective phrase, total green, after the mod-

ified noun, città, according to Italian word order, in which modifiers follow modified nouns in the vast majority of

cases. Similarly, for blumidnight ‘midnight blue’ in example (6), themodifier specifying the shade of blue follows (rather

than precedes) the noun, in accordance with the rules of Italian syntax. A third example is scelte royal in example

(7), where the modifying adjective royal follows the noun scelte ‘choices.’ We can therefore conclude that when this

kind of hybridization takes place, there is an overall adherence to the syntactic and morphological rules of Italian
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(Carlucci, 2018), rather than to those of English. Moreover, these examples show how the power of English is used

to promote, or to helpmarket, lifestyles and objects, or whatMolek-Kosakowska (2012) refers to as realities of differ-

ent kinds. Indeed, English can promote diverse realities: for instance, an environmentally-conscious lifestyle in tune

with the needs of the planet in example (5), where a larger, global issue is indexed through the use of an English word.

Similarly, examples (6) and (7) use English to add an extra layer of internationalism when describing trendy looks and

outfits in example (6), and trendy jewels and accessories in example (7). Furthermore, example (7) clearly exemplifies

generic hybridity, in that the information is presented as a marketing discourse, encouraging readers to follow the

trends described.

In order to determine what relationships exist between loan types and news topics, we now focus on which topical

domains favor particular types of borrowing.While themajority of short texts comprising the dataset includemultiple

uses of English, the way in which English is deployed is actually quite variable, as can be seen in excerpt (8).

(8) MayeMusk, la top 69enne (mamma del fondatore della Tesla), testimonial di trucchi. Coi capelli bianchi è il volto

di una azienda dimake-up. È la prova vivente che il glamourmigliora con l’età: sfila e fa la nutrizionista.

‘MayeMusk, 69-year-old topmodel (Tesla’s founder’s mum), cosmetics spokesperson. Grey-haired, she is the face

of amake-up company. She is living proof that glamour ages well. Shemodels and she is a nutritionist.’

In example (8), the headline and subheading of an article in the fashion section describe a successful, good-looking

and wealthy person. This description includes loans of manner that are pseudo-Anglicisms, la top, ‘top model,’ and

testimonial, ‘spokesperson,’ as well as two integral loans of manner, make-up (trucco) and glamour (fascino). La top

follows the pattern of social for social media and reality for reality show, abbreviations of English phrases following

Italian syntactic rules, in which the head noun is dropped, as previously discussed. Testimonial is a pseudo-Anglicism of

manner that has undergone a semantic shift in Italian, meaning ‘spokesperson’ in this context. (In contrast, in English,

testimonial is typically not used to refer to a person’s role.)Make-up and glamour are integral loans of manner, whose

use is not justified by need or economy of form, given their two equally concise Italian counterparts: trucco, and fascino

or stile. In sum, all instances of English in example (8) are loans of manner, and none are informative, in the sense of

being strictly necessary due to a lack of equivalents.

Testimonial may be the only partial exception because communicating the same idea in Italian would require a

lengthier phrase. As an alternative, faccia, ‘face,’ could be used, however faccia sounds not only more informal, but

also, crucially, not as glamorous. La top could be substituted with supermodella, but top (‘model’) has been mainstream

for so long that using the Italian equivalent would sound rather dated and unfashionable. The remaining loans of man-

ner, make-up and glamour, are used for strictly pragmatic reasons as noted above, since a suitable Italian alternative

exists for both. Taken together, these examples show that although different processes may be involved with English

words that are integrated into brief Italianmedia texts such as these, the deployment of thesewords function together

to convey a particular lifestyle that is being promoted. It can be argued that the choice to use these English words in

examples such as (8) are conscious and astutely goal-driven, not random. They appear in news texts about particular

kinds of realities that are being commodified and advertised. Unlike what linguistic purists argue, such uses of English

show far more complexity in their function rather than being a simple matter of language ‘contamination.’ The overall

message journalists convey is carefully crafted by playing with language/s and they are able to make their message

more impactful precisely because of the associativemeanings, connotations, and implications that a foreignwordmay

carry (Pinnavaia, 2005).

This observation is supported by the fact that English borrowings appearmuchmore in some sections of the news-

paper rather than others. As noted earlier, loans of manner (especially those which are pseudo-Anglicisms) are found

most often in the newspaper sections related to health/beauty/fitness and entertainment/show business. It is espe-

cially in these domains that journalists refer to new trends in fashion, make-up, healthcare, celebrity gossip, upcom-

ing events, and trendy places. This aspect of contemporary journalism, in which news is blended with advertising,

is an example of the phenomenon of generic hybridization (Fairclough, 1992). In these types of texts, where news,
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information, entertainment, and advertising blend together, ‘news’ headlines increasingly come to resemble adver-

tising texts, where English is abundant. Both advertisements and news headlines rely on attention-grabbing effects,

whichmay offer some explanation forwhy English is so frequent in these types of Italian newspaper headlines. Indeed,

this trendcanbeobserved inexample (8),whichemphasizes theglamorous lifestyleof a sophisticated,wealthywoman,

whose status as a product spokesperson in highlighted in the newspaper’s fashion section. The woman’s lifestyle

is described using several ‘marked’ forms of English, which is precisely what makes it stand out (Onysko & Winter-

Froemel, 2011). This hybrid language use hits the audience with the power of all of the connotations associated with

English (Pinnavaia, 2005). Similarly, example (9) illustrates the advertising power of English even more straightfor-

wardly.

(9) Fai running? Dalle scarpe agli occhiali gli accessori più innovativi per correre sicuri.

‘Do you run? From shoes to glasses, themost innovative accessories to run safely.’

This headline of an article describing trendy, high-tech, and expensive sports gear uses a syntactic construction that

is highlymarked in this particular context. Headlines are normally associatedwith concision, or their ability to capture

readers’ attention using the least amount of words. Contrary to these expectations however, the headline in example

(9) actually usesmorewords than necessary. The hybrid form fai running?not only requiresmorewords than the Italian

equivalent, corri?, but it also results in a redundant phrase, since a literal translation of fai running?would be ‘do you do

running?.’ English is clearly chosen for its evocative and therefore commercial power in this text. Using an ‘extra’ word

in this context – in particular, an English word – is evocative and calls attention to the headline. Furthermore, using a

hybrid English form here to not only report on, but also to indirectly advertise, new top-of-the-line sports accessories

illustrates the relationship between linguistic hybridity and generic hybridity: as novel, unexpected, English-based lin-

guistic hybrids are exploited by journalists in texts which increasingly resemble advertising or marketing discourse.

These linguistic choices are clearly strategic. Contrary to the claims of linguistic purists, such choices are anything but

‘lazy.’

7 CONCLUSION

Our analysis has shown that opting for Englishwordswhen there are Italian alternatives is often due to the advertising

power that an English word has. English usage in these news contexts is vital to index and emphasize an identification

with coolness, sophistication, modernity, and cosmopolitanism, as other scholars have previously argued in the case

of advertising. Although the data discussed here are news headlines, we have shown that their function is often very

similar to that of advertising texts. Because the loans of manner (glamour, make-up) that we have discussed, including

pseudo-Anglicismsofmanner (testimonial, fai running), function to call up the aforementionedaspirational associations,

Englishwords are vehicles for advertising products, ideas, events, and lifestyles – similar to theway that Frenchwords

are used to market luxury products (Blommaert, 2010). Hence, the findings of this study show that Italian journalists

rely ondifferent typesof English loansnot only to spectacularize (Pinnavaia, 2005) a pieceof news, but also topromote

different products, lifestyles or ideas. However, context is keywhen considering the connotative associations ofwords

imported from other languages. Some have argued that Italian is being replaced by English because it ‘is not a sexy’

enough language (Barenghi, 2016). Yet, outside of Italy, Italian may in fact be ‘sexier’ than English. For instance, in

our own region, in metropolitan Southeastern US, we have observed several businesses that use Italian words for in

order to index good taste, elegance, and aesthetic refinement (for example, a dentist’s practice named Bella Dente,

or a plastic surgery clinic called Sono Bello). Thus, the associative power of integrating words from other languages

works differently, in differentmedia and in different contexts. In the ageof globalization, linguistic resources are highly

mobile and the ‘patterns of multilingual language use’ are ‘less predictable’ and ‘more complex’ (Blommaert, 2010,

p. 5) than what was previously understood. Furthermore such ‘language patterns are organized on different, layered
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. . . scale-levels,’ as Blommaert (2010, p. 5) refers to different spatio-temporal frames interacting with one another. So,

for example, if English is currently sexier than Italian in Italy, in the US it is Italian that has gained greater commercial

and cultural power in the last 30 years. Starbucks’ names for coffee products, sizes, and flavors are but one obvious

example (Lanzilotta, 2014). Furthermore, according to Lanzilotta (2014), Italian is the second most visible language

after English in urban linguistic and semiotic landscapes at a global level.

Theanalysis of a sampleof headlinesof theCorriere della Serapresentedheredemonstratesnotonly a varietyof loan

types, but also specific pragmaticmotivations behind this trend. Topical domainswhere borrowing fromEnglish occurs

most frequently include fashion, health/beauty and entertainment. When a journalists’ goal is to promote a product,

an event, an idea, or a lifestyle, they tend to use Englishmore than in other, perhapsmore neutral, news reporting con-

texts. This is because English in these contexts indexes coolness, sophistication, and modernity, as several studies of

advertising have already demonstrated (Androutsopoulos, 2012; Baumgardner, 2006, 2008; Baumgardner & Brown,

2012; Bhatia, 1992, 2000, 2006, 2019; Martin, 2007; Vettorel & Franceschi, 2019). In this way, readers can imagine

themselves as participating in whatever globalized lifestyle trends are being described, and indirectly advertised, to

them. Thus, English usage in Italian news discourse is pragmatic, and its advertising power, deriving from those indexi-

calities, is consciously exploited by the media, resulting in hybridized texts and genres. Finally, our analysis has shown

that, when Italian borrows from English, English loans consistently follow the rules of Italian grammar. In fact, journal-

ists’ borrowings show an ‘unswerving adherence to the structure of the Italian language’ (Carlucci, 2018, p. 55), in the

sense of preserving Italian morphosyntax. If Italian adopts, it is English that adapts. Therefore, instead of arguing that

the use of English results in the neglect of the Italian language (Barenghi, 2016) and its irreversible decay and eventual

death, such creativemixing of linguistic resources should instead be regarded as a sign of linguistic vitality. By borrow-

ing from English, but bending it to its own rules, Italian is indeed changing. But critics of this process could perhaps be

reminded of themost basic of sociolinguistic facts: a language that does not change, dies – not the other way around.
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NOTES
1 This attitude motivated the introduction of the 1923 Italian law that required business owners to pay higher taxes if they

used foreign words on their business signs, a law that seems unimaginable today, when the linguistic landscapes of Italian

cities are vastly multilingual.
2 It must be noted that the categories labelled as pseudo-Anglicisms, false Anglicisms, and/or hybrid or graphically adapted

Anglicisms sometimes overlap in the literature. As Furiassi andGottlieb (2015, p. 5) point out, there are ‘divergent attitudes

and conceptualizations among scholars’ as well as ‘diverging terminology . . . relating to disagreement concerning the very

nature of the topic studied.’
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